
Growing your Bat Plant 

 

 

This South East Asian curiosity is a must for every plant collection. In the right location, 
Tacca species can be grown in the tropics, sub-tropics and temperate regions of Australia. 

On arrival, be sure to pot your plant up immediately. I use only premium quality potting 
mixes like Searle’s, which I find well worth the extra expense. Add the recommended amount 
of Osmocote plant food and be sure to water in very thoroughly. A 100 mm pot should be 
sufficient, but should the plant you purchase warrant a larger size I will let you know. Pot on 
as the plant grows and the roots fill the pot without becoming root bound. 

It is essential that you keep your plant out of any direct sun for the first few weeks to enable 
the root system to re-establish. It is also helpful to mist the leaves now and then for the first 
few days to prevent any wilting which may occur, particularly in hot weather. Find a bright 
shaded area and keep your plant moist at all times. 

Your plant will happily grow as a potted plant, and they do make superb specimens for 
display, particularly when in flower, however, they also make wonderful garden specimens. 

In the tropics and sub-tropics, they are certainly an understorey plant. They love moist, damp 
and shady locations. They will tolerate a little morning sun, but certainly not the hotter sun 
during the afternoon. A thick layer of mulch and regular feeding with organic fertilisers such 
as Dynamic Lifter will help them attain their full potential. Consistent moisture is essential. 

In cooler areas, more to the south, they will tolerate more sun. Find a warm location that gets 
a good quantity of morning sun. (Too much sun will result in leaf scorching). Again keep 
them consistently moist. Tacca species will not tolerate frost, so if you do live in such areas, 
keep them potted so you may move them under shelter in cool weather.  

Please feel free to contact me if I can be of any further help. I hope you enjoy growing your 
Tacca. 

Cheers. 
Steve  (wackos@westnet.com.au) 
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